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This year has seen record setting temperatures during
the summer. The high temps make for bumpy flights in
our aircraft which makes it not as easy for our spotters
to do their jobs well. Zones have been concentrating
doing all their SAREXs in the areas of the two missing
aircraft from last summer and fall. Unfortunately to
date the two aircraft are still missing. We will keep
looking in those areas as we practice our skills.
The inReach units have now been distributed
throughout the province. One thing I have noticed is
that not everyone is logging in online to SYNC the
units before and after flights. When you log in the
Alton King, Director General
night before your flight it will upload any new info that
PEP Air - CASARA
you may require and when you SYNC after your
flights it will then show your track every fifteen
seconds rather than the ten minute interval that is sent while flying. This is a huge
benefit to show your actual track spacing for the search coordinators. We have had
two units fail so far. One would not take a charge and the other would not start-up
after a charge. While talking to the manufacturers, they are recommending that the
units are never allowed to completely let the battery go dead. This may or may not be
the cause of these two failures, but we are monitoring the situation.
Two zones were evaluated this spring, one in SEA that I was able to attend. I must
say the professionalism that I saw during this Eval made me proud as I know each of
you out there do the same throughout the Province. It was a pleasure to see how the
teams came together and got the job done. Well done! The VIZ Eval was also done
this spring, however I was not present at that one, but I did hear and read the reports
that it again passed with flying colours and was well executed. Well done to both
zones.
The Western Canada SAREX was held this past weekend in Red Deer, Alberta. We
had two teams scheduled to go, but unfortunately the Central team had to cancel due
to heavy smoke in their departure and enroute areas. The SEA team did attend, but I
have not heard how things went from them as I write this.
I have received several items for SAR Awareness give-aways. Please get your
application for funding for your SAR Awareness event to me no later than fourteen
days prior to the event so I have time to package up a box of items for you and be
sure to have all the paperwork and claims into the Treasurer no later than fourteen
days after the event.
Keep the shiny side up and the rubber side down as we go into the fall and better
flying weather.
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Article submitted by
Brendan Walsh
from CASARA,
St.John’s,
Newfoundland.

CASARA St. John's Newfoundland and Labrador
received a call from Helen Escott the leader of a youth
group completing the Duke of Edinburgh's Award
Program. Ms. Escott enquired if CASARA St. John's
could help with a component of the program
dealing with wilderness activities and Search
and Rescue. The program empowers young
people ages 14 to 24 to make a difference in their own
lives and the lives of others by exploring their potential, taking on new challenges,
giving back to their communities, and achieving success. The Duke of Edinburgh program was founded in
the United Kingdom in 1956 by Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, and has since expanded to 144 nations.
In discussion with Brian Bishop, Zone Commander for
St. John's, it was agreed that CASARA would help
these young people fulfill the requirements for the
Duke of Edinburgh program. CASARA members Dan
Butler and Brendan Walsh discussed with Ms. Escott
what CASARA could offer the group. It was decided
that CASARA would provide the group a map exercise
and also a homing exercise using a training beacon
and the LL16 homer.

Emma Troake homing in on the signal.

The Duke of Edinburgh group had planned a weekend
excursion to La Manche Provincial Park which is
located approximately 53 kilometers south of
St. John's, along Highway 10 and is situated near the
abandoned fishing community of La Manche. CASARA
members, Dan and Brendan, agreed to be on site in
the community of La Manche on Saturday morning.
The Duke of Edinburgh participants would hike the five
kilometers from the nearby park and meet with the
CASARA members to complete the exercise in and
around the community.
Continued on page 16.
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Steve Van Wagoner
Area Air Deputy
PEP Air/CASARA
Kamloops

in ELT

Location
In the late afternoon of Friday, May 11, Kamloops PEP Air was called to locate an ELT whose signal was
heard by aircraft approaching CYKA over the Bachelor Heights area in the north part of Kamloops. The
signal was not detectable at the airport. After enquiring, with no luck, several of our PEP Air pilots checked
to see if any of the pilots they knew in the Heights might have taken their ELT home; two of us set off to
Bachelor Heights to attempt to locate it. The signal was fairly weak and not noticeable until we were near
the Heights. Searching in this area was difficult. This is a steep hilly area with a rabbit warren of twisting
roads and many tall homes and gabion stone walls. We soon called it Echo City with ELT signals coming
from all directions. After some time we found an open area from which we got what we felt was a reliable
indication of direction toward the ELT, then, blip, the signal was gone. We called off the search. Then…
Saturday morning we were once again called. The signal was on again, noticed by aircraft again flying over
the north part of town. Off we went again with, darn, the same results right up to the signal disappearing.
Giving up again, we headed home but left a hand-held on the dash of the car…and half way home, blip,
the signal was on again, but weak. Again the direction finder was not useful. Giving up on the Little L-Per
we headed in a few different directions looking for a strengthening signal and following that technique
found ourselves several kilometres from Bachelor Heights in a flat lower, suburban part of Kamloops’ North
End. The DF was still not useful here but following streets in a grid pattern led us gradually to a stronger
and stronger signal until we realized we were getting near General Grants Bottle Recycling — and they
accept electronics!
General Grants allowed us to dig through the recycling bins and that is where we found it. Apparently the
ELT’s switch was knocked on and off with each old TV that was tossed in the bin on top of it.
Lesson learned: We could have saved a lot of time by just asking ourselves, “Where might someone dump
an ELT in town,” and giving that a try first!
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Search
Coordinator
Course

September 7-9
The course commences Friday, September 7, at 1800L, all day Saturday, and a full
day simulation session at SHQ CYLW on Sunday, September 9, using the SA Tool.
If any current Search Coordinators are interested in auditing the course please
advise Kim Trask ASAP. The Directing Staff is: Pat McSorley, Capt. Adam Reitman
(new CLO replacing Bob Evans), Sgt. Dan Verret (JRCC Victoria), and Kym Trask.
Upon completion, the new SCs will be expected to be mentored by experienced
SCs. A subsequent deployment exercise, an Interchange SAREX is planned for
September 21-23, 2018. Be aware that the SWE Zone Evaluation will take place
September 14-15, at CYXX.
Kim Trask can be contacted at: jktrask@gmail.com.
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Zone Commanders at work - Richmond in May.
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Adventures with the
St. John’s, Newfoundland
Canadian Coast Guard

Trevor Black
Newsletter Editor
Search Coordinator, ZBB

St. John's, Newfoundland --- I was up at 6AM, I could just make out the house next door in the fog…this is
after all, summer in Newfoundland! St.John's CASARA was having its SAREX. The previous evening, a
Friday, everyone met at the RCAF hangar on the Torbay side of St. John's airport for the briefing. This is
where they learned the tasking for the following day from the Search Coordinator Minette ….two aircraft left
St. John's, one went out towards Harbour Grace, the other down the Southern Shore….and disappeared.
Now, this morning, I was on my way
to Conception Bay to meet up wth
Gary, Bobbi and Tina from CASARA,
and the Canadian Coast Guard crew
of CG 245, a Zodiac Hurricane 753
(worth something in the
neighbourhood of $300,000 and does
around 40 knots, its two engines, at
around $27,000 a piece get a lot of
hard use and typically need replacing
after only 500 hours). The skipper
was Neil Peet, he has a long CG title,
suffice to say, he usually wears a
white shirt and has an office on the
top floor of the Coast Guard complex
on the South Side of St.John's
CG Marina Carbonell at the side of “Zodiac CG 45” as
harbour. His crew were SAR Program
we skim out over Conception Bay at close to 40 knots.
Officers, Dawn Patten, Marina
Carbonell and Brian Pye. First off, a safety briefing, then, shortly after eight in the morning we shoved off,
and already the fog had lifted, it was going to be a good day. We coasted out of the harbour at a very
pedestrian five or so knots, then our skipper shouts out “Comin’ Up!”, to which every crew member, us
included repeats “Comin’ Up!” so that everyone is aware that our speed is going to increase; if you can call
screaming over the waves at forty knots in a matter of seconds, powering up. Hang on, because if you
don't, you could end up over the edge or tumbling in the boat. Likewise the command is given, “Comin’
Down!” for the same reason, the deceleration is very sudden; hang on! We roared out into Conception Bay
some distance and stopped. Brian and Dawn wrestled a large package on the foredeck, tied a line and
Continued on next page.

Life raft successfully
deployed and weighted in
place, then it was off to toss
in a couple of dummies some
distance away.

weight to it, then dragged it to the gunwhale and heaved it into the water…after a lot of hissing and
unravelling, presto…a life raft! I was told that a life raft cannot be used as a primary lifesaving appliance
once it has been deployed. This particular life raft had been used in an actual emergency, fortunately
everyone was saved. It was then cleaned, repacked (at $500 a pop) and handed over to SAR Programs.
We moved off again to another spot, heaved to, then Brian and Marina prepared a life-sized dummy
(yes, I know there is a joke there somewhere!); it was dressed in yellow, with a red life jacket, along with
writing that identified it as Coast Guard, for exercise, and a phone number. They attached a length of line
to it, and a heavy chain, then tossed him overboard. We moved off again and repeated the process with a
second dummy.
We then moved away from
the area. The idea now was
for each of our four
CASARA aircraft to fly
overhead in turn and spot
the raft and dummies, to
establish communications
with us, then guide us to
each of the targets. This
they all did with great
success, even as we
deliberately zoomed past
the dummy and had to be
directed back on target! The
voice communications
worked flawlessly; clear and
distinct. The texting though
CG Brian Pye explains the process of preparing a dummy for the water.
exhibited a definite lag
between sending and
receiving. We would see
Continued on next page.
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CG Dawn Patten talks
to a circling CASARA
aircraft above that
has just located the
dummy and steered
us on to it.

one of our aircraft circling some distance away, then they would call us to say they had sighted a target
and would call us on to it. We were given a heading to steer or simply told to follow the aircraft as it flew
over us. The aircraft then provided finer headings as we got closer, “turn left twenty degrees, it's a
hundred yards ahead.” We would have to be almost on top of a body in order to see it, particularly if there
is any chop, or if the dummy were wearing dark clothing. We headed back in to the dock to wolf down our
brown bag lunches and swap out the CASARA members for the afternoon (John Smith and Dave Barron),
I was fortunate enough to stay all day, fantastic! Again, we coordinated with the two remaining CASARA
aircraft, linked up with another Coast Guard Zodiac, then late in the afternoon we pulled in the two
dummies (while the other Zodiac retrieved the life raft) and headed for the barn.
It was a very enjoyable day, all of us (CG and
CASARA) learned more about each other and our
capabilities. I have to say though, that to be out there
on the water in winter would be totally different:
screaming wind, freezing temperatures, roaring
waves…my hat goes off to them.
Sunday morning the CASARA members met back at
Torbay for a debrief followed by ground ELT homing
in the afternoon. Captain Jeff Isenor, the CLO from
Greenwood, Nova Scotia was there to monitor the
SAREX (this was not an Eval) and brought everyone
up to speed on some SAR techniques. All-in-all, the
SAREX went well, with fourteen flights being made;
everyone was well pleased with the outcome.

Passing Bell Island with CG Marina
Carbonell at the helm, en route to a call from
a CASARA aircraft.
Continued on next page.
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Capt. Jeff Isenor (on
left in the photo), the
CLO from Greenwood
was on hand for the
Sunday morning
debrief at Torbay.

This photo of our Zodiac, CG 245
being steered on to the life raft by
circling CASARA aircraft captures
the essence of the SAREX.
Photo: Brendan Walsh.

CASARA Halifax hosting students from the Halifax Zone, Truro Flying Club and PAL Aerospace received a
welcome visit from Captain Jeff Isenor, CASARA Liaison Officer, 413 Squadron for an aviation meteorology
course. The event was held at the Alderney Gate Library in Dartmouth and delivered by our guest instructor Ed
Skinner, who some of you may recall, delivered navigation and ROC-A courses back in early 2017. The event
was a great success. I trust it was of benefit to all involved. For those of you who missed the course, you may
be interested in some of the useful Met links for reference during future CASARA SAREXs and Operations:
Windy.com - Visual animations of NOAA Satellite Data
AWWS - Nav Canada's Aviation Weather Site Homepage
AWWS - Forecasts & Observations/ METAR - TAF
AWWS - Forecasts & Observations/ Upper Wind Text (FDs)
AWWS - Forecasts & Observations/ PIREP
AWWS - General Area Forecasts
AWWS - NOTAM Page
Fred Sampson
Webmaster
CASARA Nova Scotia
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Remember this? The SR-71 in after
burner screaming over the
Abbotsford Airshow in the Eighties!
Trevor Black (ZBB)

“They don't fool around at Delta Air Lines
Operations Control Center in Atlanta,
Georgia when it comes to their company
BBQ! Photos of their converted Pratt &
Whitney. We would hope the fan blades
would turn if they are using the
rotisserie...” From the internet, submitted
by Henry Ilg (ZBB).
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FROM THE DESK OF....
Warren McCormick - Provincial SafetyOfficer

Hello all from the new PSO Warren McCormick and the
new Assistant Keith Kepke in Creston. I'm still getting up to
speed and trying to get a few other things off my plate
after just retiring from full-time work. One of our first tasks
will be to re-build the provincial network of ZSOs and
following up with equipment that has time limits.
Safety thought for the day - the dangerous optical illusion. When flying around doing CASARA stuff it doesn't
take long to notice other aircraft in your vicinity. Usually it's quite easy to determine their speed and trajectory
given their motion relative to their background. Mid-air collisions are particularly dangerous but fortunately
very rare. Usually they occur in the approach area to an uncontrolled airport when the two aircraft are not
communicating their intentions. This risk is largely mitigated by the use of mandatory frequencies and
mandatory reporting points and procedures.
One type of mid-air collision that is much
more dangerous is the collision course midair and the reason is due to an optical
illusion. The physics of the situation causes
the other aircraft to appear to have NO
motion relative to the background. Since our
eyes are not designed to see a small object
with no motion relative to the background
the other aircraft goes unnoticed until it's too
late. The only clue you can detect is that the
other aircraft appears to get larger, but
otherwise has no motion. I have experienced
this once many years ago during my initial
training. Luckily, both aircraft were quite slow and I had noticed the other aircraft a few seconds before it
became critical. It took me a good two seconds of looking at the other aircraft before I realized the situation
and turned away. My instructor also had noticed the aircraft and said one more second and he was going to
take control.
It doesn't have to be similar aircraft for this event to occur, the most (in)famous example occurred a number
of decades ago when a Piper flew through the approach sector to LAX (Los Angeles) and collided with a
DC-9 type of jet on approach. They were on a perfect collision course and the pilots in the jet were further
hampered because the trajectory of the Piper was behind a windshield post. The Piper collided with the tail
section of the jet rendering it uncontrollable and all lives were lost. The outcome of this event was the
development of transponders and particularly the Mode C transponder and better radar that provided speed,
altitude and trajectory information to ATC and other aircraft.
Learn from the mistakes of others, you'll not live long enough to make them all yourself.
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@ ZBB
Jackson Mann, Cynthia
Prescott (and friend!)
running CASARA Base
at a ZBB training day.
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Peter Sleeman, his
nav, spotters, Safety
Officer and visiting
CASARA members
from New Brunswick
before the flight.
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KymTrask
Provincial
Training
Officer

Many of our tasks relate to the prosecution of ELTs. While a large proportion are false alerts, especially for the
older 121.5 MHz units, others can be very important. You never know when tasked what you may uncover.
Consider the ground crew tasked by the Zone Commander for an ELT. The aircraft was reported missing with
no traces. Then a crew tracked the ELT into a heavily wooded area. They found the non-survivable wreckage
of a light aircraft. All the occupants were deceased. The aircraft “mushed into” the canopy of large trees,
stayed undetected for two years, eventually it fell to the ground finally triggering the ELT. While this represents
closure from this event years previously, it highlights our need to be prepared for unusual situations. The
incident took place in Quebec [Personal Communication: Capt. Sebastian Lemire JRCC Victoria].
This summer there has been a lot of flying, where possible we have focussed on the higher probability areas
from the two “missing” aircraft from last year (GDTK and FESN). The warm summer melting the snow gives us
the best opportunity to perhaps spot these aircraft whilst maintaining our normal flight training regime.
As fall is not far away we will be busy as well. SWE Zone will have their Evaluation in Abbotsford (September
14-15). A Search Coordinator Course will be conducted in Kelowna (September 7-9), and the Interchange
SAREX (ISAREX) will be conducted in SEA and CTL Zones (September 21-23). Then the 442 Squadron
SAREX in Victoria (October 9-12) - we will have aircrews participating, followed by the Executive and
Executive/Zone Commanders meetings (October 12-13). In addition to the ISAREX, a multi-agency marine
SAREX (RCMSAR, GSAR, PEP Air) will also be conducted in Victoria, September 21-23. These two large
exercises will enable the five new Search Coordinators in Victoria, Creston, and Kelowna to control the
exercises under the mentorship of experienced Search Coordinators.
While the continued training with GSAR had been very beneficial, a recent actual SAR in the Williams Lake
area highlights the difficulty in locating objects on the ground. In that case a missing female was located, the
RCMP helicopter (with PEP Air crew) were in contact with GSAR at the scene but still had difficulty locating
the (former) missing person for extrication to safety. Continued on next page.
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PTO-continued from previous page.
Not long ago an email was circulated by MP
Ron McKinnon (Coquitlam-Port Coquitlam)
regarding a proposed volunteer National
Search and Rescue Day (March 1st) for the
12,000 SAR volunteers in Canada. I'm pleased
to report the E-petition (E-1759) reached the
required 500 signatures for it to move forward
in the House of Commons. At time of writing
there were 651 responses (422 signatures
from BC). If you wish to support this initiative
you can locate it at:
https://petitions.ourcommons.ca/en/Petition/De
tails?Petition=e-1759
All our training supports the PEP Air dedicated air
and ground members who are the 'force multipliers'
for SAR joining the RCAF in their primary SAR
missions. Recently our members in Sparwood
teamed up with the local GSAR unit to test multiple
ground smoke (bomb) color signal visibility from
the air. Blue was the most visible color, superior to
orange and several other colors tested.

Good luck to our two crews participating in the
Western Canada SAREX to be conducted in
Red Deer AB (August 10-12).
As always, we remain constantly ready for any
activity surge 'that others may live'. Thank you
to all the zones who have accommodated us
so gracefully, we really appreciate your
hospitality.
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Outreach - continued from page 3.
On the day of the exercise the Duke of
Edinburgh participants arrived at the scheduled
time. After everybody was introduced, CASARA
members, Dan and Brendan, reviewed basic
map and compass skills, explained that the
homing beacon was operating on a practice
frequency and showed the participants how to
use the LL16 homer. The participants were
divided into groups of three or four so that each
person might get experience with map and
compass work plus the use of the LL16 homer.
The beacon was then turned on and placed in an
area for the participants to find using the map
and compass and the LL16 homer.
CASARA members, along with Ms. Escott,
accompanied the participants during the
exercise to ensure safety and to answer any
questions about the map work or the use of the
LL16 homer. The participants used the LL16
homer to acquire the signal emitted by the
training beacon. A signal reading and a compass
bearing was taken from three locations. The
compass bearings were drawn on the map to
create a triangulation showing a probable area of
location for the beacon. Then the participants
were asked to go to the area of probability
shown on the map, refine their search and locate
the beacon.

Sabrina Escott, Nick Squires and Sabrina
Escott find and retrieved the beacon.

The homing exercise went very well and the
feedback was positive and CASARA was asked
to do the same activity with another group of
Duke of Edinburgh participants on a subsequent
weekend. Overall it was a very satisfying
experience to be able to help these young
people fulfill the requirements for such a
prestigious award. Congratulations to these
young adults on the completion of the Duke of
Edinburgh's Award.
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The PEP Air North West Zone provided air support to a GSAR search for a missing family in the Kinaskan
Lake area, about 108 km south of Dease Lake BC (342 km north of Terrace, BC). RCMP discovered an
abandoned car with a note claiming it had run out of fuel, and the occupants left seeking fuel. The RCMP
investigation, had determined a couple from Portland, Oregon with two children aged two and three were
the probable missing persons. Information gathered concluded the family failed to depart on their scheduled
flight to the Philippines on May 25th, abandoning their luggage at the Portland International Airport.

Kinaskan Lake Search
By Joern Alles, NW Zone, Search Coordinator-in-Training

They crossed into Canada on June 9th at Roosville border crossing near Fernie. They drove nearly 1,800
kilometres to the side road off Highway 37, near Kinaskan Lake. After an unsuccessful search of local fuel
stations, and accommodations, the RCMP alerted GSAR and PEP Air. PEP Air Zone Commander Lynn Van
Cadsand received a call Tuesday June 19, to offer air support from Smithers (YYD). A team comprised of
navigator Joern Alles and spotters Patricia Scott, Frank Doyle, and Greg Miller, and a Bell 206 Long Ranger
chartered from Highland Helicopters were dispatched 0700 Wednesday June 20 to the search area.
We arrived at the abandoned vehicle after a 1.6 hour transit flight, and a fuel stop at Bell 2 Lodge. An aerial
search of a campsite on the south end of Kinaskan Lake, with a track crawl along the highway was completed
en route to the site. We met with RCMP and GSAR teams from Stewart, Terrace, and Smithers, that were
engaged in an area search by personnel and dogs, with no success. Air coverage along a corridor between
Highway 37 and Kinaskan Lake was carried out, several fuel stops were made at the Red Chris mine over the
next several hours. During a pass along the east shore of Kinaskan Lake, the family of four was spotted
sitting together on the shore. It was not safe to land close to the family due to the terrain. The GSAR
personnel were contacted by radio, we directed a team overland through 3 km of challenging wilderness to
the family. In an effort to make it easier and safer to reach them, the RCMP secured a cabin cruiser pleasure
craft. RCMP and GSAR crews made a shore approach and safely extracted the family.
Continued on next page.
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While doing this newsletter is a
labour of love, it can be a labourious
labour of love excising photos and
text from pre-formatted articles.
Pah-leeeeze, submit text and photos
separately, it makes things go much
more smoothly for me. Putting the
newsletter together is a matter of
shoe-horning and cajoling articles on
to the page; and pre-formatted
articles don’t cajole all that well.
- Editor.
Kinaskan Lake - continued from previous page.
Red Chris mine provided complementary
fuel in support of the search. Bell 2
Lodge extended their business hours to
support PEP Air and GSAR, following
the mission.
Many questions are still unanswered
about the family’s plans or objectives.
One thing is for sure, the cooperative
efforts by both GSAR and PEP Air
proved to be instrumental in locating and
rescuing this missing family in a timely,
economical manner.
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Allister Pedersen
Cranbrook PEP Air
Training Officer

Taking advantage of contacts I
made while setting up training
scenarios in Cranbrook for 435
(Winnipeg) and 424 (Trenton)
Transport and Rescue
Squadrons, I used my contacts to
arrange for a visit to the CMCC
(Canadian Mission Command
Centre) and JRCC Trenton.
Always searching for
opportunities to learn a little more
that can be used for Awareness
presentations and taskings, I
found the two tours very
beneficial. This was my first
PEP Air member with DF at Golden Dump.
opportunity to visit the CMCC
where all ELT/EPIRB/PLB activations are processed before forwarding for action to one of the
three JRCCs across Canada. I came away with three messages, one of which was a surprise
(or a shock!). Some pilots still think that 121.5 MHz is still monitored by satellite (this has not
been the case for ten years so it is important to emphasize this during Awareness presentations
to flying clubs and others). The second message is to emphasize the importance of registering
your beacon and, if it is sold, to ensure that the new owner re-registers it. The importance of
registering a beacon was highlighted recently when JRCC tasked Cranbrook PEP Air to fly to
Golden to locate an inadvertently activated EPIRB in the dump. Lastly, I learned that only about
25% of beacons are GPS-equipped insofar as the units that had been triggered on that
particular day. SARSAT and its three constellations of satellites certainly take most of the search
out of search and rescue but why wouldn't (or shouldn't) all beacons be GPS-equipped which
would not add a lot of cost to a unit?
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Sydney Zone 8
Chills Out!

Fred Sampson
Webmaster
CASARA Nova Scotia

CASARA Sydney got together again this year for what is becoming an annual event. Thanks again
to our member Jeannie Fraser and her husband Chris for letting us use their beautiful place for the
event. Everybody really enjoyed themselves with great food, great people and fun events: boat
rides, water tube rides, fishing, swimming, kids' games. As you will see in some of the pictures one
of our members, “Shimal” appears to have had lots of fun both "in" and "out" of the water...lol.
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Abbotsford and Boundary Bay members
on a recent Buffalo flight.

Photos - Bill Emerslund (ZBB)
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Introduction of inReach to Cranbrook
Allister Pedersen
Cranbrook PEP Air
Training Officer

Image Garmin inReach website showing GPS tracks of two aircraft. The
blue track shows the ten minute position reports while the orange track
displays GPS positions at a log interval of fifteen seconds. The GPS
track log is obtained using post-flight synchronizing of the inReach unit
which does not incur any airtime charges.

The Piper Warrior (GDTK) that went missing on a flight from Cranbrook to Kamloops in
June 2017, has provided Cranbrook PEP Air CASARA with significant training
opportunities to search for the still-missing aircraft during training flights. The flight plan
for the aircraft took it west out of Cranbrook over rugged 10,000' mountain ranges. Radio
comms and cellphone comms are non-existent at the lower elevations in these areas
during our training/search flights and that is where the newly-acquired two-way inReach
satellite-communicator units have proven invaluable, particularly for the transmission
and acknowledgment of OPS Normals and automatic ten-minute position reporting.
Tests conducted on July 29th showed our OPS Normals sent from inReach to our base
radio operator's cell phone revealed a round-trip time ranging from 53 seconds to
approximately two minutes for receipt of the OPS Normal acknowledgment. Our radio
operator could also monitor simultaneously on one screen the location of our two aircraft
equipped with inReach via the Garmin inReach website providing an added measure of
comfort regarding aircraft separation during training and tasking.
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in on Creston.
442 Squadron drops
Wolf
Photos from Jenifer

This newsletter requires input from you!
So, if you did anything, are, or will be
doing something in your Zone, let me
know (and thereby everyone else) with
a brief and snappy article...remember
however, that this is not the place for
the Great Canadian Novel, “How To”
pieces or those of an instructional
bent. These would best be placed as
links on our website, although
serialized articles are
acceptable...first and foremost, this
is a NEWSletter. Accompanying
interesting photos would be
to me,
m
e
h
t
d
wonderful but they should be
les, sen at
c
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captioned. Write them, get them to
Black
Lookin
Trevor shaw.ca
me and I’ll do the rest.
chley@
fin

The deadline for the next issue is November 15

